
 
3) Radical Perspective; 

 

Aspect Characteristic 

General philosophy There is conflict based on “class” with a capitalistic 
society;  Sees the employment relation as having 
inherent conflict between employees and employers; 
The conflict is based on private ownership of means 
of production (capitalism) and the unequal 
distribution of income and power (social class) 

Role of the state Supports the ones in power (Capitalism) 

Role of management Provide employment to the labor market whilst 
maximising profits and efficiency 

Unions Acts as a body of the employees’ vulnerability to 
represent employees together as a collective 

Industrial conflict Conflict is inevitable due to the  private ownership of 
means of production (capitalism) and the unequal 
distribution of income and power (social class) 

 
 

Key definitions; 
 
Ch1; What is employment relations; 
 
Employment relations; An approach to the study of the employment relationship that focuses on the 
creation and enforcement of rules that regulates this relationship 
 
Employment relationship; When one person sells his/her labour to another person/organisation; therefore 
working for that person/organisation. It comprises of two steps being the market transaction and 
production relation 

- Industrial relations; A term used to describe both the practical and theoretical aspects of 
employment relations 

- Market transaction; An agreement is struck by the employee and employer about the conditions 
and prices of employment 

 
Production relation; A ongoing and ever-changing relationship between the employee and employer 
specifically focused on how, when and under what circumstances work will be done under 
 
HRM; Branch of study in employment relations that focuses on managing and valuing employees 
 
Marxism; Theory of employment relations focusing on class struggle and control in the labour process 
 
 



Ch11; Collective agreement-making and collective bargaining; Structures and processes; 
 
Better Off Overall Test (BOOT); A set of criteria used by a state agency (namely the FWC) for the 
approval of collective agreements; specifically; collective agreements will only be certified if they 
provide employees with wages and working conditions that were ‘better off overall’ than those they 
would have received under the relevant modern award 
 
Collective agreement-making; The process by which a collective agreement is made 
 
Collective agreement; A set of rules, entering into voluntarily, regulating the employment relationship 
between a group of employees and their employers  
 
Collective bargaining; A bilateral process by which groups of employees acting together, usually through 
a collective, to negotiate employment terms with an employer or a group of employers 
 
Structure of collective agreement making; Is a reasonably stable and institutionalised arrangement by 
which collective agreements are made 
 
Lockouts; Industrial action taken by employers involving the exclusion of employees from the workplace 
 
Protected industrial action; A party taking industrial action that is protected from legal penalties but only 
if several conditions are met 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


